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TO: Chief, VLKiva
Washington, D. C.

ATTENTION:

Sterilized copies of notes prepared by

for the purpose of 	 andL	 Or

FIEND/VALUABLE talks BGBIDDY 13 July 1950 are for-

warded herewith as requested bk_

Enclosure

1. Three copies notes.
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POINTS FOR DISCUSSION

1. PROPAGANDA 

A. LCDRINK. BLACK STATION. ZRCROWNs distressed at not
being cut in on our plans. ZRCROWNs believe this situa-
tion illustrates need for closer (ratio 1 coordina-
tion in order keep lines straight. 	 greed but
reminded of present policy operational di engagement
and stated ZRCROWNafere not told because project was
unilateral.	 also stated he had mentioned plan
toL	 3

agreed in by 4ETAL/BGBIDDY.
--

B. THEMES.	 now prepared discuss points finally

C. ACCELERATION. ZRCROWNs believe committee should get
cracking and turn out leaflets. ZRCROWNs prepared
for drops, but feel hamatrung iutil TPCREDO propa-
gandist starts to work.L	 oncurred and stated
he would try to expedite prop ndist arrival.

D. TYPE. ZRCROWNs believe leaflets should be pictorial
and stinking, to appeal to illiterates. ZRCROWNs
believe leaflets of type recently dropped not worth
funs or,energy expended. The 9 blocks have arrived
andLis preparing samples of colored printing
which will be available upon completion for our ap-
praisal.

E. DISTRIBUTION. ZRCROWNs planning 6 drops from aircraft,
about one batch a month. ZRCROWNs so far have arranged
only one balloon drop. ZRCROWN parties also will carry
in leaflets.

2. COMMITTEE LOCATION. ZRCROWNs dead against moving committee
to HBTOINT, stating their experience shows it is impossible
to deal with HBFAIRIES without cutting them in all the way
and once in, they will invariably try to take over. ZRCROWNs
stated also HBFAIRIES would probably not permit such move
because of HBPIXIE representation in HBTOINT. ZRCROWNs
also stated HBPIXIE agents in HBTOINT were few but very
effective at penetration. ZRCROWNs feel TPCREDO, while not
ideal, is still best home for committee under present cir-
cumstances. Mentioned LCDRINK as a possibility, but pointed
out this meant cutting in the LCFLAKEs, which might be a
headache.	 pointed to right to approach another serv-
ice unilarallyld stAted he would discuss subject with

'find out reasnnt 	 wanted committee to leave
'ITC -REDO. T	 .sandt_	 /believe it is obvious that
ZRCRMNs are trying To prevett strengthening of ties between
( r.,KCIGAR and HBF;iIRY, probably because such a move would tend
to weaken ZRCROWNs own position with CaCIGAR and in the world
picture generally.
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3. LABOR CAMP. ZRCROWNs anxious find out about our operations

in HTSTEIN. ZRCROWNs have requested authorization for their
man in Frank. to contact O-IN-C pool for purpose initial
exploration prior recruitment 3 or 4 teams. Need for haste
attributed to short period good weather remaining if teams
go in this year. C	 jbelieves strong factor is ZRCROI,iN
desire get first pick of available people for tneir own
teams.

ZRCROWNs plan to train own teams covertly in one of
their already established training centers.

ZRCROWNs harue offere4 to provide instructor or two to
assist. Q,KCIGAR. L. jtated this would insure ZRCROWNs
that tr ing tha47 desire for their parties would be ef-
fected. L	 ',pints out it would also establish a good
source of information re our operations.

4. CHANGE IN ATTITUDE. It should be noted that the ZRCROWNs
plan to infiltrate parties from HTSTEIN pool is a sudden
change from their previous statements to us that they had
no plans for infiltration other than to send in as intelli-
gence agents the selected remnants of VALUABLE PIXIES on
UVULA. Apparently the ZRCROWNs wanted to see how far we
would actually go unilaterally and now that they are con-
vinced we mean business, they have decided to hop on the
band wagon--a policy of watchful waiting costing them nothing.

5. 0111114ALL OPERATIONAL PLAN. zRCROWNs believe we should draw
up jointly a plan for overall operations. Such a plan would
foster better understanding of joint operations, permit
better planning for unilateral operations, prevent unneces-
sary duplicatioas and in general keep lines from getting

'
crossed

di
.

discuss it ;with
tato&L, he cicurred with this ide a and

would 

ZRCROWNs are particularly anxious for a plan for in-
filtration of teams to be established, since the training

t
of teams depends t a larig

t
extent on the areas in which

they will operate.i	 juggested that the committee
should ori ginate this plan. which of course would be subject
to our final approval. L	 _Agreed and( . istated
he would discuss the matter wifE, 	 ,JFecently
stated that, in order to expedit47 we should do it jointly
ourselves, unless the committee can be pushed into effective
action quickly.

6. PROPAGANDA OPERATIOhAL PLAN. ZRCROWNs feel that now that
ZICLTAL and 3GBIDDY have agreed on general themes, we should
jointly produce a definite plan for effecting those themes.
Such a plan would provide necessary guidance for propaganda
sub-committee, allocate responsibility and keep lines from
getting crossed. ZRCROWNs feel the propaganda plan established
during March talks 111000
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7. ,, FUTURE POLICY. ZR.CROWNs have not exposed their views.
treels ZRCROWN's will probably advocate or at least

L-discuss-"the following pertinent points:

A. CLOSER OPERATIONAL COORDINATION. ZRCROWNs would like
to exchange information on all points except those de-
tails not essential to the other service.

B. INCREASED PARTICIPATION BY ZRCROWNS. This may have
been initiated to offset a possible unilateral approach
by QKCIGAR to the HBFAIRIES. It is obvious that the
LRCROWNs wish to maintain a strong position with the
QKCIGAR. They may have felt that if, under the present
policy of operational disengagement we were forced to
seek support of another service, the ZRCROWN position
with the 4CCIGAR would be jeopardized.

C. FOLLOW-UP FORCE. The Korean incident apparently stimu-
lated the ZRCRGWN renewal of interest in the follow-up
force idea. Their action in this regard will depend
on the reaction of the WSFISHY to the idea advocated
by	 that from now on the ZRCROWNs must be pre-
pared for -quick and effective retaliatory action against
the BGGYPSIES.

D. JOINT APPROACH TO LCFLAKES. The ZRCROWNs will want to
Urgaiss this in view of the difficulties arising from
their recent attempts to infiltrate PIXIES across the
LCFLAKE border. They regard this as an ill omen which
spells trouble for both the ZRCRGWN and QKCIGAR opera-
tions in LCFLAKE.

8. PRESENT STATUS ZRCROWN OPERATIONS 

A. PIXIE parties are now in LCDRINK awaiting settlement
LCAAKE situation.

B. ZRCROWNs have 30 knot boat and crew available to put
PIXIES ashore. L>oat is available for our use.

C. ZRCROWNs through(	 .1re recruiting wit operators
for their partierfrom FITtTEIN.

NOTE:
r-
L.,	

--,	 —
	recommends we cut ZRCROWNs in on plans for L	 :7

and air-Crew. ZRCROWNs will find out anyway sooner or later.
Meantime, they could assist us in processing.
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